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Abstract— Face annotation means giving the name to the image which is in the photograph. Auto face 

annotation is playing urgent role in many real world applications such as real world management systems 

and multimedia information. In real word applications like Facebook/Google plus/Orkut number of pictures 

gets imparted. A few pictures are appropriately marked however some of them are not properly labeled. So 

there is a need of proper labeling of images having noisy labels. If the images are properly labeled then it will 

help in improving the results of web search engines also in recognizing the person in news videos and giving 

the proper names/labels to the images. 

Auto face annotation can be gainful to a lot of people true applications. Face recognition and 

distinguished as of late research engages in mining weekly marked facial pictures on the web to 

determination examination challenge in machine vision and picture understanding. This paper gives 

different strategies or techniques that are utilization to clarifying facial pictures. 

We investigated and developed Search based face annotation for label refinement of web facial 

images. There is one problem in search based face annotation is that how effectively we collect similar 

images and how effectively we perform annotation. To solve this problem we used unsupervised label 

refinement (ULR) for refining the labels of web facial images using machine learning strategies.  We use 

clustering based rough guess algorithm for improving the results. 

 

Keywords— weakly labeled images, automatic labeling, face recognition, content based image retrieval, 

machine learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Annotations make it simple to discover necessary data immediately when you think back and study a 

substance. They help you adapt yourself with both the substance and association of what you read. They give an 

approach to start captivating thoughts and issues directly through remarks, inquiries, associations, or other 

reactions that occur to you as you read. In all these ways, clarifying content will make the reading process an 

dynamic one, not simply background for composing assignments, yet a necessary initial phase in the 

composition process. A decently annotated content will achieve the majority of the accompanying:  

 Clearly distinguish where in the content critical thoughts and data are placed  

 Express the fundamental thoughts of a content 

 Trace the improvement of thoughts/contentions all through a content 

Now a day the digital media devices are increasing so the use of social media tools are also increasing 

for sharing photos on internet. Now a day’s Label refinement technique is useful in real word applications like 

facebook/Google plus/Orkut, online photo collection administration. Expansive number of pictures get imparted 

on genuine word applications some of these images are properly tagged but some of them are not properly 

tagged, so there is a need of properly annotation to these weakly labeled images. We can use this label 
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refinement technique on World Wide Web(WWW) where the large number of weakly labeled images are 

accessible. It can be utilized as a part of feature space to recognize the person in video. 

                Label refinement is very important technique which automatically labels the image which is in 

photograph. It is broadly utilized as a part of genuine applications .This technique annotates the images which 

are uploaded by user on the internet. Here in the label refinement we will investigate and develop a search based 

annotation scheme.  
 We have gone through techniques such as Face recognition algorithm, Iterative framework for face 

annotation, Pose adaptive matching method, Graph based approach, Content based image retrieval, and Search 

based face annotation. 

 To improve the results in this paper we collect images from the internet and then we exact GIST 

features further Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is applied on it and the Unsupervised Label  

Refinement(ULR) is applied on the Weakly labelled images and the on the extracted features. Then input image 

is taken from the user and alignment is done on it and query is formed after extracting features the query result 

is obtained by doing majority voting. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Z. wu, Q. Ke, J.Sun and H.Y. Shum[1] described Scalable Face Image Retrieval with Identity-Based 

Quantization and Multi-Reference Re-ranking. They have composed a face picture recovery framework with 

novel segments that endeavor face-particular properties to accomplish both adaptability and great recovery 

execution,as exhibited by investigations with an one-million face database. In their part base neighborhood 

peculiarity inspecting, they as of now treat 175 lattice positions just as. Later on they plan to take in a weight for 

every network position. In their personality based quantization, we right now build the visual word vocabulary 

by physically selecting 270 individuals and 60 face pictures for every individual. An intriguing future work is to 

outline a managed learning calculation to computerize this methodology to further enhance the visual word 

vocabulary for face. their framework is exceptionally adaptable, and they plan to apply it on a web-scale picture 

database utilizing a PC bunch. 

JINHUI TANG, RICHANG HONG, SHUICHENG YAN, TAT-SENG CHUA[2] proposed Image 

Annotation by kNN-Sparse Graph-based Label Propagation over not properly tagged images on web. They 

disapprove the subject of doing the label refinement of large-scale image corpus by name propagation over 

noisily-labeled web images. To annotate the images more precisely, they described a novel kNN-sparse graph-

based semi-supervised learning methodology for outfitting the labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously. kNN 

search is used to ensure efficiency and in addition an effective training label refinement methodology  proposed 

into the graph-based learning framework to decrease the impact of noise in ACM Transactions on Intelligent 

Systems and Technology. In future they wanted to focus on how to build an effective training set from the 

Community-contributed images and labels. 

MatthieuGuillaumin , Thomas Mensink , JakobVerbeek , CordeliaSchmid[3] proposed a face 

recognition from caption. It is supervision based. With the help of utilization a collection of images with 

subtitles the system is performing the task of knowing the face. Two things are taken in consideration by them 

that are, retrieving all faces of a specific individual from a data set, and establishing the correct relationship 

between the names in the subtitles and the faces in the images. They used LDML metric learning technique to 

enhance the performance of text-based image retrieval of people and names and faces relationship in news 

photographs. In future, they want to utilize the subtitle based supervision to reduce the need for manual 

annotation for metric learning. This could be acquired by utilizing the face naming procedure for consequently 

clarifying the face images, or by throwing the issue in a numerous instance learning framework.  

P.T.Pham, T.Tuytelaars and M.F.Moeens[4] proposed a Naming people in news video with label 

propagation. Naming persons showing up in feature outlines with names detected in a comparing feature 

transcript helps progressing feature content annotation and pursuit assignments. They build up a face naming 

system that gains from named and unlabeled illustrations utilizing iterative name engendering as a part of a 

diagram of associated confronts or name-face sets. The preference of this technique is that it utilizes few marked 

information focuses and incorporates the unlabeled information focuses amid the learning procedure. Stay 

identification helps the face naming execution. On BBC News features, the proposed system yields better re- 

sults than a Support Vector Machine classer and a closest neighbor classier prepared on the same marked 

information.  They perform and look at our tests on nine BBC news shows recorded from 22-Jun-2008 to 01-

Jul-2008. Each show keeps going roughly 30 minutes, or 60 : 000 edges. After the face location and following 

methodology, They get from every show a normal number of 28 : 000 confronts, structuring by and large 120 

face tracks. Three agent appearances are selected for every track taking into account their size (the bigger, the 

better), then by their setting condence. After diminishment, a telecast contains all things considered 496 

appearances and 116 face tracks. For the name recognition and grouping, we acquire from each telecast a 

normal of 21 one of a kind competitor names. 
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L. Wu, S.C.H. Hoi, RR.Jin, J.Jhu, and N.Yu[5] described Distance Metric Learning from Uncertain 

Side Information for automated Photo Tagging. They demonstrate great face bunching is workable for a dataset 

of erroneously and questionably marked face pictures. Our dataset is 44,773 face pictures, acquired by applying 

a face discoverer to roughly a large portion of a million subtitled news images. This dataset is more sensible 

than ordinary face recognition datasets, on the grounds that it contains countenances caught "in the wild" in a 

mixture of setups concerning the cam- time, taking a mixed bag of representations, and under illumination of 

broadly changing shading. Every face picture is related with a set of names, consequently removed from the as- 

sociated heading. Numerous, yet not all such sets contain the right name. They group face pictures in suitable 

discriminant co- ordinates. They utilize a grouping system to break ambiguities in naming and recognize 

inaccurately named appearances. A blending technique then distinguishes variations of names that refer to the 

same single person. The subsequent representation can be utilized to name confronts in news pictures or to 

compose news pictures by people present. An option perspective of our methodology is as a process that cleans 

up uproarious directed information. They show how to use entropy measures to assess such methodology. 

Y. Choi, W.D. Neve, K.N.Platationis and Y.M.Ro[6] proposed Collaborative face Recognition for 

improved face annotation in personal photo collections shared on online social networks. Utilizing face 

annotation for compelling administration of individual photographs in online informal communities (OSNs) is at 

present of impressive useful investment. In this paper, we propose a novel community face distinguishment (FR) 

structure, enhancing the precision of face annotation by viably making utilization of numerous FR motors 

accessible in an OSN. Our community FR structure comprises of two noteworthy parts: determination of FR 

motors and fusing (or combination) of various FR results. The determination of FR motors goes for deciding a 

set of customized FR motors that are suitable for perceiving question face pictures fitting in with a specific 

individual from the OSN. For this reason, we abuse both informal community setting in an OSN and social 

connection in individual photograph accumulations. What's more, to exploit the accessibility of different FR 

results recovered from the chose FR motors, we devise two viable answers for combining FR results, embracing 

customary systems for consolidating various classifier results. Tests were led utilizing 547 991 individual 

photographs gathered from a current OSN. Our outcomes exhibit that the proposed shared FR strategy has the 

capacity altogether enhance the precision of face annotation, contrasted with traditional FR approaches that just 

make utilization of a solitary FR motor. Further, we show that our community oriented FR structure has a low 

computational cost and accompanies an outline that is suited for organization in a decentralized OSN. 

Dayong Wang, Steven C.H. Hoi, Ying He[7] described. A Unified Learning Framework for Auto Face 

Annotation by Mining Web Facial Images. They propose a Weakly Label Laplacian Support Vector Machines 

(WL-LapSVM) algorithm to prepare classifiers focused on weakly labeled data. They used the state-of-the-art 

technique WLRLCC algorithm for the “Tranductive learning" scheme. To completely abuse the two types of 

learning ideal models, they evaluated different last-fusion algorithms on both measurement level and rank level. 

They also proposed an entropy-based rank level fusion algorithm, which performs and additionally supervised 

regression-based fusion algorithm without additional training efforts. In future work they want to investigates 

the applications of their strategies to solve other real-world problems. 

 

III. LABEL REFINEMENT OF WEB FACIAL IMAGES  

 
 

                                                             Fig 1.  System architecture 
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Our system is divided into two phases. Before test phase and during test phase. In system first four 

steps comes under before test phase and last two comes under during test phase. 

Fig. 1 delineates the framework stream of the proposed system of search based face annotation, which 

comprises of the taking after steps:  

 Data collection of facial images 

 Extraction of  facial features and face detection 

 Indexing of high-dimensional facial feature  

 Refinement of  weakly labeled data 

 Retrieval of similar face ; 

 Majority voting on the similar faces with the refined labels for face annotation 

 

The initial four stages are generally directed before the test period of a face annotation undertaking, 

while the last two stages are directed amid the test period of a face annotation errand, which normally ought to 

be carried out effectively. We quickly portray every venture underneath. The primary step is the information 

gathering of facial pictures as indicated in Fig. 1a, in which we creped an accumulation of facial pictures from 

the WWW by a current web index (i.e., Google) as per a name list that contains the names of persons to be 

gathered. As the yield of this creeping methodology, we might acquire an accumulation of facial picture, each of 

them is connected with some human names. Given the way of web pictures, these facial pictures are frequently 

loud, which don't generally relate to one side human name. In this manner, we call such sort of web facial 

pictures with loud names as pitifully named facial picture information. 

 The second step is to preprocess web facial pictures to concentrate face-related data, including face 

recognition also arrangement, facial area extraction, and facial peculiarity representation. For face recognition 

and arrangement, we receive the unsupervised face arrangement method proposed in.  For facial gimmick 

representation, we remove the GIST composition characteristics to speak to the separated appearances. As a 

result, every face can be spoken to by a d-dimensional characteristic vector. 

 The third step is to record the separated gimmicks of the faces by applying some productive high-

dimensional indexing procedure to encourage the errand of comparative face recovery in the consequent step. In 

our methodology, we embrace the territory delicate hashing (LSH) , an exceptionally prevalent and successful 

high-dimensional indexing procedure. Other than the indexing step, an alternate key venture of the system is to 

captivate an unsupervised learning plan to upgrade the name nature of the pitifully named facial pictures. This 

procedure is essential to the whole hunt based annotation system since the name quality plays a discriminating 

figure the last annotation execution. 

 All the above are the methods before commenting a question facial picture. Next, we portray the 

methodology of face annotation amid the test stage. Specifically, given a search facial picture for annotation, we 

first lead a comparative face recovery methodology to look for a subset of generally comparative confronts 

(regularly beat K comparable face cases) from the beforehand ordered facial database. With the set of top K 

comparative face samples recovered from the database, the following step is to expound the facial picture with a 

mark (or a subset of marks) by utilizing a lion's share voting approach that joins the set of marks connected with 

these top K comparable face illustrations. 

The last phase is Majority voting. In that phase we draw histogram. In that X-axis is name of the person 

and Y-axis is matching features, on the basis of that we find the bar which is having maximum number of 

matching features and we give the respected name/ label to the image given as input by the user.  

In this paper, we center our consideration on one key venture of the above structure, i.e., the 

unsupervised learning methodology to refine names of the feebly named facial pictures. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A) LSH-Locality Sensitive Hashing 
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is an algorithm for solving the approximate or exact Near Neighbor 

Search in high dimensional spaces. It minimizes the dimensionality of data having high dimensions. The input 

items are hashed so that the similar items are mapped to the same buckets with high probability (the number of 

buckets being much smaller than the universe of possible input items). The aim of LSH is to minimize the 

probability of a collision for the same items this is the reason because of which the LSH is different from 

conventional and cryptographic hash functions. Locality-sensitive hashing has much in common with data 

clustering and nearest neighbor search. 

 

B )Automatic annotations 

Automatic image annotation (otherwise called programmed picture labeling or semantic indexing) is 

the methodology by which a PC framework consequently appoints metadata as inscribing or decisive words to 

an advanced picture. This utilization of PC vision methods is utilized as a part of picture recovery frameworks to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Locality-sensitive_hashing
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sort out and find pictures of enthusiasm from a database. 

This technique can be viewed as a kind of multi-class picture arrangement with an extensive number of 

classes - as expansive as the vocabulary size. Normally, picture investigation as extricated gimmick vectors and 

the preparation annotation words are utilized by machine learning systems to endeavor to naturally apply 

annotations to new pictures. The primary techniques took in the relationships between picture peculiarities and 

preparing annotations, then systems were produced utilizing machine interpretation to attempt to interpret the 

literary vocabulary with the 'visual vocabulary', or grouped areas known as blobs. Work taking after these 

endeavors have included characterization approaches, pertinence models etc. 

The focal points of programmed picture annotation versus substance based picture recovery (CBIR) are 

that inquiries can be all the more regularly tagged by the client [1]. CBIR by and large (at present) obliges 

clients to inquiry by picture ideas, for example, shading and surface, or discovering illustration inquiries. Certain 

picture emphasizes in case pictures may override the idea that the client is truly concentrating on. The 

customary techniques for picture recovery, for example, those utilized by libraries have depended on physically 

clarified pictures, which is costly and tedious, particularly given the substantial and always developing picture 

databases in presence. 

 

C ) Approximation 

A approximation is anything that is comparable however not precisely equivalent to something else. 

The term can be connected to different properties (e.g. esteem, amount, picture, depiction) that are almost yet 

not precisely right; comparable, yet not precisely the same e.g. The estimated time was 10 o’clock. In spite of 

the fact that estimate is regularly connected to numbers, it is likewise habitually connected to such things as 

numerical capacities, shapes, and physical laws. 

In science, rough guess can allude to utilizing a less difficult process or model when the right model is 

hard to utilize. A rough model is utilized to make computations simpler. Estimates may likewise be utilized if 

fragmented data averts utilization of precise representations. 

The kind of approximation utilized relies on upon the accessible data, the level of exactness needed, the 

affectability of the issue to this information, and the reserve funds (for the most part in time and exertion) that 

can be attained to by rough guess. 

 

D ) Mathematical Model 

 Facial image collection 

 Let, N be the name given as input to Google to extract/collect the weakly labeled facial images. 

I be the image set of weakly labeled facial images. 

R be the google result. 

Where, 

 R={Io  £  I} 

Io  be the image set of obtain after giving the name as input to internet/ google. 

Io  subset of I 

Where, 

Io  ={ Io1 , Io2 ,…. Ion} 

N={name1 , name2 ,… namen } 

 Indexing and Learning 

Let, G be the set of GIST features of image. 

G={gi} 

 Features are extracted by using DLK algorithm. After extracting the features the indexing of features 

are done by using LSH(Locality sensitive Hashing) means hashing of gi is done in this step for each image 

separately. 

LSH={LSHi…LSHn } 

LSHi=hashing (gi)} 

 Unsupervised label refinement is done on weakly labeled images 

ULR={ ULRi... ULRk} 

ULR belongs to I0 

Approximation algorithm is used 

 Image retrieval and annotation 

Let, Ii  be input image 

A be alignment done on input image 

F be set of feature extracted from input image / alignment image 

Ii= input image 

A={alignment (Ii)} 

F={F1,F2,……….FA} 
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Fi={feature(A)} 

 Here query will be combination of set of feature extracted from input and hashing done on the features. 

 Q={F+LSH} 

 Query result will be  

 QR={Q+ULR} 

 QR={QR names} 

 Then graph/histogram is drawn for the QR names  

 G=QR 

 Name=max (G) 

  

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper exhibits a broad review on face annotation methods for web facial pictures. Right now, a lot 

of people new methodologies are proposed in the field of Auto Face Annotation. Numerous exploration issues 

have been highlighted and bearing for future work has been recommended. Numerous open issues have been 

highlighted by the analysts, for example, managing auto face annotation on substantial scale databases by 

distinctive system future work will be on copy individual name and learn diverse learning method.  

We propose technique in that Weakly labeled images are collected from internet and by doing the 

feature extraction and applying ULR algorithm on it we can handle query and by doing majority voting the 

refinement of image will be done. Label refinement of weakly labeled images is now days useful in real world 

applications like facebook, online photo album management.  We propose ULR algorithm for refining the web 

facial images and we also propose a clustering based approximation algorithm to improve the results. 

We proposed a search based face annotation for label refinement of web facial pictures. There is one 

issue in search based face annotation is that how successfully we gather comparable pictures and how 

successfully we perform annotation. To take care of this issue we utilize unsupervised label refinement (ULR) 

for refining the names of web facial pictures utilizing machine learning techniques. We propose grouping based 

unpleasant surmise calculation for enhancing the outcomes. 
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